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“WHEN ILLS ARE RECOGNISED IN ADVANCE, THEY ARE QUICK TO REMEDY. BUT WHEN, 

HAVING GONE UNRECOGNISED THEY’RE ALLOWED TO INCREASE UNTIL EVERYONE MAY 

RECOGNISE THEM; THEN REMEDY IS NO LONGER POSSIBLE.”
NICCOLO MACHIAVELLI
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This reality is not lost on the world of professional sports where sporting organizations are 
finding themselves having to compete, not only on the pitch, but in the stands and on our 
screen.

Fans expect a personalised, connected and immersive experience, and they want their team to 
be successful.

Exponential technology growth is changing the rules of the game on all fronts, as real-time 
analytics, OTT broadcasting, virtual reality, mobile fan experiences, esports and sports-tech take 
hold.

In this ebook, we bring you an overview of the history of professional sports, how technology 
and business model innovations are changing the game, and what organizations can do to best 
adapt to these changes.

Batter up!

Steve Glaveski
CEO, Collective Campus

If you wait until you have ‘burning platform’ before 
you invest in innovation, you’ve waited too long, 
because by that point you either stay and jump 
and freeze.

While it is common not to take account of a 
tempest during fair weather, today’s organizations 
have no choice but to get better at doing so if they 
are to remain competitive. 
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The existence of sports stems back to prehistoric times, sharing links with ritual, warfare, and 
entertainment. There are cave paintings located in the Lascaux caves in France depicting 
sprinting and wrestling during the Upper Paleolithic Age (the Late Stone Age) around 15,300 
years ago.
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PREHISTORIC ROOTS

A BRIEF HISTORY OF PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
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It’s only in the late 19th and early 20th Century that the first inkling of professional sports 
became evident. 

The earliest professional football teams (dating back to the 1920s) were paid between $100-
$300 per game and were traded team-to-team for just as much. Baseball legend and New York 
Yankees icon, Babe Ruth, commanded a yearly salary of $80,000, around $1 million in today’s 
terms. During Ruth’s era, the average Major League Baseball salary was $5,000 per year – and 
most players worked as car salesmen and insurance brokers during the offseason to supplement 
their incomes.

A SLOW BURN FROM AMATEUR TO PROFESSIONAL 

Babe Ruth



Even as the best-paid athletes during the early days of professionalism, the most successful 
professional golfers earned around $30,000 annually. To paint a picture, Arnold Palmer – one of 
the best of all time – pocketed just $2,400 for his first professional win at the Canadian Open in 
1955.
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The first significant changes to athletic salaries came about with the introduction of the 
television and the broadcasting deals that followed in the 1950s. 

With audiences no longer limited to fans attending games at the stadium – viewership now 
extended to millions via the television, giving players much-needed clout and bargaining 
power. In 1966, LA Dodgers' star pitchers Sandy Koufax and Don Drysdale signed $125,000 and 
$110,000 one-year contracts respectively after holding joint negotiations. 

These were the two largest contracts in baseball history at the time. Drysdale and Koufax 
created inroads to federal legislation and unionization for athletes. In 1975 came the framework 
for the modern free agent system.

GETTING THE (BASE)BALL ROLLING WITH SALARIES

NHL Hall-of-Famer Bobby Hull signed the first ever million-dollar sporting contract in 1972 – a 
10-year deal worth $1 million. Then, baseball player Dave Parker signed a 5-year contract worth 
$5 million with the Pittsburgh Pirates. Parker was the first pro athlete to earn over $1 million per 
year.

THE MILLIONAIRES CLUB OF THE 1970s

Salaries reached new heights in the ‘80s and ‘90s –
yet looking back, the earnings seem paltry 
compared with today. For instance, Michael Jordan 
only earned $2-$3 million per year until ’96 when 
he signed a $30 million contract with the Bulls for 
the season. 

EARN LIKE MIKE

Michael Jordan



From there, the new Millennium saw salaries enter uncharted territory. The average MLB salary 
was $2.6 million in 2005 and $3.4 million in 2012. Today, it’s $4.36 million with baseball 
superstar Bryce Harper recently signing a 13 year, $313 million deal with the Phillies. 

Tiger Woods is the first athlete in history to earn $1 billion in prize money, collecting the sum in 
2009.

Woods’ endorsements alone made up for a 2013 season where he didn’t compete. That year, 
he still earned $78.1 million thanks to sponsorships. Soccer superstar Cristiano Ronaldo was not 
far behind, making $73 million in salary, bonuses, and endorsements in the same year.
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THE NEW MILLENNIUM AND BIG MONEY CONTRACTS
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During the early days of professionalism, athletes didn’t necessarily play the part. Players of 
yesteryear – in all sports – regularly came into training camps out of shape. Stories of NHL 
hockey players smoking in the dressing room between periods was the norm during the ‘60s 
and ‘70s. In 2019, athletes see how important it is to maximize their earnings, the approach to 
performance is as much technologically and business-centric as it is physical.

Today’s athletes – particularly in successful organizations – have access to the best of everything. 
Whether it’s equipment, accommodation, facilities, and quality of training, teams and players do 
everything they can to stay ahead of the pack.

Inherently, the mentality of conquering the competition makes pro sports a natural fit for 
innovation. The desire to have something other teams lack (or the need to keep up with top 
performers) means teams are always on the market for something on the cutting edge.

Though, the above sentiment isn’t mutually exclusive to winning on the field. It’s also applicable 
to the financial success of professional teams and their leagues.

On-field success doesn’t necessarily translate to increased revenue. Yes, a great product on the 
field, court, rink, or diamond is one way to attract audiences, but it’s not a failsafe. There’s plenty 
of instances of first-place teams unable to fill arenas.

So, the desire to impact and disrupt professional sports extends to stadium technology, 
customer relationship management (CRM), and digital strategies. 

In the next page, we’ll discuss the role innovation and technology plays in sports.

TEAMS AND PLAYERS ARE MORE PROFESSIONAL THAN EVER 

https://www.si.com/nhl/2012/02/29/players-smokingcigarettesnhlhockey
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Watching a game of baseball has an undeniably old-timey feel about it. The game's rich history 
is in the fabric of America's culture. Unfortunately, this notion is no longer a selling point to 
crucial demographics. Instead of the authentic Americana associated with the game, results 
suggest that what was regularly America’s favorite sport up until the 1970s, is now antiquated 
and outdated.

As of May 13, Major League Baseball’s (MLB) ballpark attendance is down 233,000 from the 
same time last year – with 18 of 30 teams experiencing decreases in attendance. Those numbers 
alone wouldn’t be so alarming if it weren’t for 2018’s plummeting attendance leading to a total 
loss of 3 million fans.

Gate revenues still account for most of the profits by sports teams in North America. Attendance 
trumps media rights, merchandising, and sponsorships – and while the North American sports 
market is expected to grow by 4.5% from 2013 to 2018, gate revenues are only projected to 
increase by 2.6%.

Baseball’s television ratings are struggling as well. As a slower game, in a time where viewers’ 
access to content is boundless, America’s favorite pastime fails to hold the lucrative 18-35 
demographic’s attention. The average baseball viewer on a local broadcast is over 55 and the 
average age of the season ticket holder is only slightly younger.

(DON’T) TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME

OUT FOR THE COUNT

It’s today’s digital proclivities that’ll get fans back into stadiums because the bulk of fans 
experience sports differently than previous generations. Blending today’s digital and analytical 
technologies with a superior in-arena experience is vital to sports such as baseball.

With online consumption of sports videos skyrocketing 388% from 2013-2014, the above 
sentiment is a foregone conclusion. Teams must cater to fan habits and expectations by using 
these technologies. However, a Vision Critical study shows that a mere 45% of fans feel like their 
team is interested in hearing what they have to say, while only 33% feel their team listens to 
them at all.

Considering that other studies show 22% of fans are willing to switch teams and 30% have 
already done so, it’s more paramount than ever for fans to feel like part of a franchise.

IT’S TIME TO HIT A HOME RUN WITH DIGITAL

https://imaginesports.com/news/baseball-rank-in-popularity
https://www.courier-journal.com/story/sports/mlb/2019/05/13/mlb-attendance-woes-can-they-be-fixed/1185468001/
https://www.baseball-reference.com/leagues/MLB/2018-misc.shtml
https://www.visioncritical.com/blog/gate-revenue
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/live-feed/baseball-playoff-ratings-are-down-blame-yankees-cubs-1153938
https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/columnist/brennan/2018/10/10/baseball-ratings-attendance-length-games-spell-trouble-mlb/1592862002/
https://howtheyplay.com/team-sports/Baseball-A-Changing-Landscape
https://gigaom.com/2014/10/24/sports-report-conflict-ahead/


Given that social media allows for real-time interactions, there's no excuse for lack of 
engagement with fans, who crave deeply layered and predictive experiences that draw them 
into stadiums and arenas — failing to seek innovative tools to maximize the facets of sporting 
business costs teams and leagues vast quantities of money.
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Another sport that’s fallen on hard times is NASCAR. The steady decline of both ratings and 
attendance is a common theme for the racing organization over the past decade. Many cite too 
many rule changes and cumbersome innovations as the root of the problem.

One takeaway from NASCAR’s issues is that, while innovations are a potential boon, they must 
jive with the integrity and allure of the sport. In other words, the best innovations solve a 
problem instead of creating one. 

To that point, an example NASCAR's innovation-based blunders is a rule where it started 
dividing races into stages where drivers earned points during each segment. At the end of each 
segment, cars are stopped, they return to the grid and restart.

These kinds of ‘advancements’ only serve to confuse and frustrate loyal customers.

NASCAR USING INNOVATION THE WRONG WAY

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davecaldwell/2018/05/02/stock-car-fans-continue-racing-away-from-nascar/


SAVVY SPORTS INNOVATORS
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In 2018, the Ultimate Fighting Champion (UFC) was ranked by Fast Company as the fifth most 
innovative organization in sports.

This honor was helped along thanks to the innovative crossover super-fight between mixed 
martial artist, Conor McGregor, and boxing legend, Floyd Mayweather.
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THE UFC IS THROWING INNOVATION HAYMAKERS
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Conor McGregor v Floyd Mayweather

In generating $600 million-plus in revenue, the fight was the largest in combat sports history 
and helped grow UFC's global fan base to more than 278 million in 2017. As of 2018, UFC 
programming reached 1.1 billion households in 163 countries with ratings on the rise since the 
company earned $600 million and increasing ratings by 38.5% year-over-year in 2017.

The UFC’s previous partnership with Fox Sports was a primary contributor to these numbers, 
bolstering mainstream acceptance of what was once denigrated as ‘cage-fighting’. Although 
Fox and the UFC recently parted ways, the $700 million partnership allowed the UFC to reach 
wider audiences and brought forth better sponsorship deals.

https://www.ufc.com/news/ufc-recognized-worlds-fifth-most-innovative-company-sports-fast-company


Now in a partnership with ESPN, the MMA kingpin is the first major sports organization to cut 
back on TV time and replace it with streaming services at a $300 million price tag. 
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The Warrior’s Klay Thompson, Steph Curry and Kevin Durant celebrating another trophy

GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS TOP THE NBA IN PLAY AND INNOVATION

The Golden State Warriors are at the top of the list when it comes to sports franchises and 
innovation. With a geographic link to Silicon Valley, the reigning NBA champs possess a distinct 
advantage.

Golden State's relationship with Silicon Valley was a catalyst to the team's new deal with Google 
Cloud. The primary purpose of the partnership focuses on maximizing the value of the 
multitudes of data generated throughout the sport. Namely, the actionable information and 
analytics provided help mitigate player injuries and increase performance.

It’s worth noting that the NBA, as an entity, is currently ranked as one of Fast Company’s most 
innovative businesses, period.

THE NBA’S INNOVATION INITIATIVES ARE SLAM DUNKS

https://www.fastcompany.com/90298947/nba-most-innovative-companies-2019


The organization is in touch with its audience, reaching them in the digital sphere through 
various means including NBA 2K League – the first extension of pro sports into esports, which 
has 21 teams playing in games streaming on Twitch. Furthermore, the NBA caters to the instant-
gratification culture through a deal with MGM that integrates real-time data into a gambling 
platform. Viewers can make micro-bets on every play of a game, keeping them engaged from 
the opening whistle to the final buzzer.

There’s little wonder as to how last year, the NBA broke attendance records for the fourth 
season in a row, saw streaming service grow in subscribers by 63%, and enjoyed a healthy 25% 
boost in overall revenue. 
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In 2017, English Premier League (EPL) Stalwart Arsenal Football Club announced the launch of a 
new innovation lab, wherein they’d work with an array of startup companies to deliver a ground-
breaking fan experience. Arsenal sought businesses specializing in matchday experience, 
engagement on a global level, commercial partnerships, and retail operations.  

ARSENAL KICKS A GOOOOOOOOOAL!

Eventually, Arsenal hedged their bets on a content-focused eCommerce startup named I Like 
that. The company created technology where fans – while on the club’s website – could click a 
picture of their favorite player to purchase their jersey.

The idea is to leverage Arsenal’s significant global footprint by turning content into commerce. 
While a fan (from anywhere in the world) reads a match report, they can purchase merchandise 
without leaving the page. 

Although Arsenal is just one club, the above story is indicative of the EPL’s innovation-forward 
approach. There’s a reason the league remains the most popular in the world and, in 2018, 
collected over $2.5 billion in television broadcasting revenue. 

Arsenal’s Innovation Lab

https://www.sporttechie.com/arsenal-fc-launches-innovation-lab-startups/
http://www.sportspromedia.com/news/arsenal-news-investment-i-like-that
https://www.sportskeeda.com/football/5-reasons-why-the-english-premier-league-is-the-most-popular-league-in-the-world-1
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TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION IN 
SPORTS

Technology and innovation have changed the way people both participate 
in and consume sports.

From real-time analytics tools that maximize player efficiency, to a whole 
new level of streaming services, sports are always on the cutting edge.

Here are a few examples of some of the most recent technological 
advancements in sports:

COLLECTIVE CAMPUS | INNOVATE OR DIE
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REAL TIME ANALYTICS
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It’s currently an accepted part of sports that analytics and the adjacent technologies increase 
performance, prevent injuries, and offer predictive metrics for players and coaches alike.

But up until now, summoning analytics in real time was a struggle. As usual, soccer is at the 
forefront of this change in Europe. The International Football Association Board (IFAB) 
approved the use of handheld devices during games, enabling several applications. 

During the last World Cup, all 32 teams had access to a tablet-based system holding match 
footage, positioning data, and other statistics. 

Manchester City uses handheld devices that provide coaches with real-time insights on 
opponents. Then, down to the minute, tactical planning is presented directly to players.

THE ONSET OF OTT

BROADCASTS
Traditional broadcasters can’t afford to rest easy with the challenge they’re facing from 
companies such as DAZN.

Nothing spells out industry disruption like HBO withdrawing from the boxing market. The 
unexpected departure is a direct result of DAZN, a subscription video streaming service based 
out of the UK, investing more than a billion dollars into boxing and combat sports.



DAZN’s over-the-top (OTT) sports streaming service possesses a global network that distributes 
over 30,000 live events per year. The company has cloud technology that allows for scaling up 
or down based on a user’s needs. DAZN’s partnership with Equinix, who has a footprint of over 
200 data centers, sets the stage for fast growth.
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In 2016, Fox Sports partnered with NextVR to broadcast sports in Virtual Reality (VR). With the 
technology, audiences feel like they’re right on the field. If the seats in the nosebleeds aren’t 
doing the trick, VR makes it possible to get a closer view of the field – or even sidle up next to 
players during the national anthem.

For players, the implementation of VR offers a different way to practice. Quarterbacks could 
work on their passing in a virtual space akin to a holodeck version of Madden Football.

VIRTUAL REALITY

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Over-the-top_media_services
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equinix
https://www.foxnews.com/tech/fox-sports-teams-with-nextvr-to-broadcast-live-sports-in-virtual-reality


Smart  Helmets and Equipment

After traditional football helmets were deemed insufficient for protecting players in the NFL, 
Riddell developed SpeedFlex technology to prevent brain injuries.

The state-of-the-art helmets have sensors and magnets that detect the collision then absorb the 
impact. Another SpeedFlex feature is wireless hit tracking – which sends real-time concussion 
data to the sidelines for staff to evaluate a potentially injured player's condition.

Other sports, such as snowboarding, lacrosse, and hockey could also benefit from something 
like SpeedFlex.

Interestingly, IoT (internet of things) enabled mouthguards are touted to further enhance player 
safety.
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https://www.foxnews.com/tech/fox-sports-teams-with-nextvr-to-broadcast-live-sports-in-virtual-reality
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THE RISE OF ESPORTS
A sport only needs three things to exist: competition, tournaments, and 

spectators – a direct catalyst to the rise to prominence of eSports.

COLLECTIVE CAMPUS | INNOVATE OR DIE
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INVADING THE COMPETITIVE SPACE
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eSports is big business

AN INTERACTIVE COMPETITION

Since the inception of video games, many proud individuals have angrily mashed controllers 
and ruined friendships over bragging rights and high scores. In 1980, Atari hosted a Space 
Invaders tournament where 10,000 people gathered to sit at computers and zap aliens. In 1988, 
Netrek – the first team-based internet game – was made, and players could forgo the trip to the 
arcade to find competition. Suddenly, they had opponents from the house down the street – or 
on the other side of the world. 

Having combined years of ongoing advancements in hardware and connections with 
technology that allowed gamers to talk to one another, online gaming took over the world.

The on-demand competition and interaction were primary contributors to the online gaming 
boom – but what accounts for the surge in eSports spectators? Well, viewing audiences were 
drawn to organized leagues, professional players, and streamed competitions they could view 
anywhere. Spectators can even attend events at offline venues.
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THE TWITCH FACTOR
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DABBLING IN TRADITION

For its rousing success, eSports owes a lot to Twitch; a platform where people from all over the 
world watch ‘streamers’ play video games. As the largest live streaming platform in the US, 
Twitch was purchased by Amazon for approximately $1 billion in 2014 to the dismay of some 
business analysts. Twitch’s 5 million viewers (who spend 106 minutes per day watching live 
gaming on the platform) rank higher than networks like CNN, making Amazon’s investment 
decision a success. 

Over the next three years, it’s expected for the global eSports audience to double up to 600 
million viewers. Despite gaming audiences’ preference for online viewing, traditional media 
companies are interested in eSports. ESPN and TBS invested in eSports leagues in 2016, 
salivating at the potential for expansion.

TBS saw some success with their first kick at the eSports can. DigiDay revealed that viewers 
consumed nearly 800 million minutes (13.3 million hours) of content, including both gaming 
and behind-the-scenes footage. While the 270,000 television viewers TBS generated were much 
less than traditional sports, it’s a considerable jump in eSport viewing.

https://medium.com/the-cube/the-future-of-esports-on-tv-b2d1e77c58cc
https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-turner-img-esports-20150924-story.html
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ESPORTS: A PROVEN TICKET SELLER
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eSports tournaments commonly fill major stadiums and draw traveling audiences and media. No 
more was this evident than in 2014, when 45,000 people attended Seoul’s Sangam stadium, to 
watch the League of Legends World Final, while 27 million others watched online. The 2017 
League of Legends World Final, held in Beijing, had 60 million viewers – an increase of 17 
million from the year prior.

With a Global Games Market Report predicting 2.3 billion players across the globe spending 
$137.9 billion on games by the end of 2018, the sky is the limit for eSports and gaming. 

To add some more context – it took the NFL and NBA 50 years respectively to make significant 
commercial splashes. Whereas, it’s taken 46 years since the first gaming competition for eSports 
to make an impact. The evolution of eSports is still only in its infancy, and the genre is already 
making waves.

https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/global-games-market-reaches-137-9-billion-in-2018-mobile-games-take-half/
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BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION 
IN SPORTS

In layman’s terms, a business model is the sum of the parts comprising an 
organization's products or services. Establishing these models requires a 
combination of developing new offerings, finding untapped markets, and 
disrupting the organization by discovering different ways to market. 

Looking at the most innovative sports business models brings to light how 
the rise of digital platforms and technologies transformed the fundamental 
behaviors, wants, and needs of people. Compared to past generations, 
humans consume content and communicate in a completely different way.

The change is encapsulated best by Nike CEO Mike Parker’s quote saying, 
“We used to sell you a pair of shoes and some advertising, now it's about 
building a relationship."

COLLECTIVE CAMPUS | INNOVATE OR DIE
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THE FAN ENGAGEMENT MODEL
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Soccer teams like AS Roma and FC Barcelona, as well as the NBA’s Orlando Magic, use tools to 
gather customer data and insights. With the information, these teams craft a customized and 
personalized end-to-end customer experience, focusing their services on multiple touch points 
to cultivate enduring relationships with fans.

Teams employing this fan-first model have a knack for analytics-based innovation, thus 
equipping themselves to thrive during the digital age.

PRODUCT INNOVATION MODEL
Sports organizations, franchises, and leagues focused on product innovation, capture and 
analyze the data from consumer interactions for new digital product and service innovations.

One team known for the product innovation model is the San Francisco 49ers, whose Levi’s 
Stadium is the first stadium to work with SAP’s venue management platform. SAP’s connected 
stadium system has a history in Europe with FC Bayern Munich & Allianz Arena and TSG 
Hoffenheim. 

Data from in-venue operations – including attendance, parking, food/beverage, retail, weather, 
ticketing, and social media – is tracked from a digital boardroom that’s powered by the SAP 
system. SAP's Leonardo, Cloud Platform, HANA Database, and Analytics Cloud aggregate these 
metrics.

Hampered by short seasons, NFL teams lack time to gather data, and the 49ers old methods of 
surveys left them with data too old to assist in mid-game corrections.

Now, with the help of SAP, the 49ers enjoy the immediacy and luxury of tools such as ‘Happy or 
Not’ buttons and real-time streaming data that prevents the parking lot filling up too early, for 
instance.

Increasing a franchise or league’s online audience and social media presence increases 
sponsorship valuations and opportunities. Producing engaging content nurtures relationships 
with fans and carves out a memorable team narrative.

Altimeter's 2018 State of Digital Content Report revealed that, across all industries, 41% of 
organizations could tie revenue to content. 

DIGITAL MEDIA INNOVATING REVENUE STREAMS

https://www.zdnet.com/article/sap-san-francisco-49ers-launch-stadium-operations-platform-in-u-s/


No more is this evident than in the Toronto Raptors’ success on social media with their 
#WeTheNorth campaign. Through a concerted social media effort, the teams’ marketers took 
the Raptor’s image as the overlooked Canadian underdogs of the NBA and turned it into a 
unifying force that grew the team’s fanbase exponentially. 

The results of the #WeTheNorth campaign are staggering to this day. After ticket purchasers 
were up 6.6% during the 2013-14 season, it increased to 68% the very next year. 

What’s so innovative about the Raptor’s campaign is that they started a movement that turned 
the team from a local favorite into a national treasure. 
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https://www.stryvemarketing.com/blog/3-things-we-can-learn-from-the-raptors-social-media-success/
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SPORT TECH STARTUPS
When established corporations make strategic investments in startups
connected to the company’s given industry, they’re essentially corporate 
venture capitalists (CVC). During the 1960s, DuPont, General Dynamics, 
3M, and other industry giants started the first corporate venture programs. 
The intent was to diversify, find new markets, and optimize capital. 

With sports tech reaching its apex and professional sports teams’ growing 
reliance on innovation, it’s in the best interests of professional athletic 
organizations to learn lessons from CVCs and take equity positions in 
startups. 

A study done by TechCrunch Tableau shows that – year-over-year since 
2012 – venture capitalist funding for sports tech startups has grown 
approximately 30%.

In the next page are a few sports tech startups who’ve made their mark in 
the industry – much to the delight of their investors:

COLLECTIVE CAMPUS | INNOVATE OR DIE
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LE SPORTS
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Believed to have raised upwards of $1 billion in funding, LeSports is a streaming service with 
rights to over 10,000 sporting events. In 2016, LeSports acquired zhangyu.tv, a live platform 
that's providing user-generated content from amateur sports commentators and anchors. The 
company also bought 56% of the shares of Soda Soccer for $5.7 million. Soda Soccer is a 
platform offering soccer game analytics.

Founded in just 2014, LeSports purchased the exclusive rights to broadcast the English Premier 
League in Hong Kong between 2016-2019. 

FANTEX
Having accumulated $110 million in funding since its inception in 2012, Fantex’s dedicates its 
technological savvy to improving the financial health of athletes. 

After acquiring an athlete’s cash flow, Fantex converts it into a stock and takes it through an 
initial public offering. Users can then invest in those stocks and earn dividends. The startup also 
works with athletes to build on their branding efforts to maximize their earning potential.

HUDI
As a provider of video analysis and coaching tools to sports teams, Hudl allows coaches to do 
the following:

Upload footage of games, practices, and opponents
• Break the video down 
• Adding telestration, voice, text feedback, and delivering the video and coaching notes to 

their athletes

What’s more, is that Hudl allows players to create highlight reels as they promote themselves to 
recruiters. Hudl has amassed a total of $107 million in funding. 

https://tracxn.com/explore/Top-Sports-Tech-Startups/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Initial_public_offering
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STADIUM TECH STARTUPS
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Neglecting to mention stadium tech startups, such as SWIM, is remiss. SWIM offers an analytics-
based connected device and software that locally processes and analyses mass amounts of 
streaming data. The startup’s tools reduce network volumes and generate real-time insights for 
stadium operations. 

SightCorp is a startup that’s developing real-time face analysis, mood measurement, and 
audience analytics with crowd sentiment technology. 

CBInsights mentions the two above startups as part of a list 50-plus sports tech companies using 
things like drone technology and live event holograms to improve the stadium experience. 

The sports tech industry finds itself flooded with new VC’s and accelerators that solely focus on 
discovering the next VAR or goal-line technology ready to take the industry by storm. Rest 
assured – this is only the beginning.

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/future-sports-stadium-technology-market-map/


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
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CASE STUDY

FOX SPORTS

Fox Sports identified a need to shift the mindset of its digital team from supporting 
delivery of the old to discovery of the new.

Collective Campus designed and delivered a customised 2-day hackathon that 
exposed participants to concepts such as insights gathering, problem definition, 
ideation techniques, business modelling, assumption definition, low fidelity prototype 
development, rapid customer testing and iteration.

The teams developed a number of prototypes to test ideas that were honed during the 
2 days. Critically, participants got out of the building, learned that their assumptions 
were often flawed, iterated on their concepts and prototypes, got out of the building 
again and got vastly better results. Some of the group's key takeaways:

• You can move much faster than you think- Speed is fundamental to learning fast 
enough in order to figure out what wows

• The subtle nuances in the way a question is framed is critical to getting the right 
information from people- Always be testing your assumptions and don't be solving a 
small or non-existent problem

• A prototype doesn't need all the bells and whistles
• Think 10X, not just incremental improvement
• Don't wait until you have all of the information, get out of the building and learn
• Iterate, iterate, iterate
• It's a great result to learn, earlier rather than later, that your assumptions are flawed
• Design experiments to test actual customer behaviour, don't just ask people what 

they want, whether they would...
• Beware the counterfeit "yes"

Read more of Collective Campus’ case studies here.

COLLECTIVE CAMPUS | INNOVATE OR DIE

https://www.collectivecampus.com.au/work


GET IN TOUCH
We help large organisations to discover, not just deliver, to explore, not just 
execute, and we’ve worked with the likes of Clifford Chance, BNP Paribas, 
Microsoft, Village Digital, Asahi, MetLife, Telstra, King & Wood Mallesons, 
National Australia Bank, Singapore Pools, Ascendas Singbridge and numerous 
others across Melbourne, Sydney, Singapore, Auckland, Hong Kong, London, 
New York, Frankfurt and Amsterdam.

If your organisation needs help coming up with ideas, experimenting and 
turning ideas into reality, driving culture change or partnering with startups, 
we’d love to hear from you.
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COLLECTIVE CAMPUS
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W: WWW.COLLECTIVECAMPUS.IO

E: INFO@COLLECTIVECAMP.US

7/575 Bourke St
Melbourne VIC 3000
Australia
T: +61 3 9020 2010

67 Ayer Rajah Crescent
Singapore 139950
T: +65 3158 1040
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